
Editorial

The ‘Dirt-Bike’ Terror Incident

Approximately one month ago, Lyndon LaRouche cials. d.) An hysterically and copiously incompetent
coverage of the London incident by the Washingtonforecast that, due to the gathering storm on the world

financial markets, as evident in the collapse of General Post, among others, in the following day’s edition.
e.) A wild-eyed propaganda-hoax, claiming an upturnMotors and the hedge funds, and the stunning lack of

leadership among the world’s major governments, the in the U.S. economy.
3. Where was the ghost of Hermann Göring duringworld would undergo a dramatic phase shift in the

early part of July. The desperation of the Synarchist the early evening preceding the panic which struck
on the following morning?international bankers and their political tools, would

bring about some nonlinear developments, for which All fallacies of composition which ignore that set
of correlated facts respecting the global context of thispatriotic statesmen internationally must be prepared.

From this standpoint, the London bombing of July global set of events, should be ignored, LaRouche
argued. He also captioned the further investigation of7 should represent no surprise. LaRouche and EIR

don’t know who did it, or how they did, but the context the incident as “The ‘Dirt-Bike’ Terror Incident,” as
an incisive reference to the circumstances which alsofor this terrorism gives you a very good idea why. In

a short memo issued July 9, LaRouche outlined the led to President Bush’s most anomalous incident on
his bike in Gleaneagles.salient features:

1. The terror incident and its most strategically In addition to investigation, of course, it is incum-
bent upon world policymakers to devise an approachrelevant sequelae occurred in the setting of a.) The

immediacy of the ripe threat of a general, chain- to stopping such terror incidents. This cannot be done
by military measures, LaRouche emphasized, as hereaction collapse of the world monetary-financial

system. b.) The period of that Gleneagles “summit” did after the 9/11 attacks. The only wave to solve the
problem is by eliminating the motive of those whoconfab during which U.S. President George Bush re-

portedly inflicted injuries on a Scottish policeman, are behind such terrorism—that is, by competently
resolving the international financial crisis, by adoptingthrough an assault by the bicycle which the desperate

“lame duck” President was operating at that time. The LaRouche’s policies.
There is only one way to isolate and cripple theterrorist incident occurred within the time-frame of

the concluding portion of that “summit.” c.) The soar- capabilities of those Synarchist bankers who put ter-
rorism of all sorts into operation, and that is to strategi-ing focus on the matter of the indicated role of the

Bush White House, Vice President Cheney’s office, cally isolate them by putting a new rational world
economic and financial system into place. A Newand the Republican National Committee machine, re-

specting the criminal act of exposing CIA operative Bretton Woods arrangement, reached by sovereign
governments who are committed to cooperating forValerie Plame.

2. The leading consequences of the terrorist inci- long-term economic development worldwide, repre-
sents the only alternative now on the table.dents, included: a.) A flood of liquidity into interna-

tional financial markets sufficient to postpone the So, the worst possible thing is to let the string-
pullers behind international terrorism change the sub-chain-reaction collapse of the international monetary-

financial collapse to some point beyond the conclusion ject. It’s the collapse of the rotten, bankrupt world
financial system that has brought us into this periodof the “summit.” b.) The utterly and maliciously in-

competent, “sexed-up” set of allegations by the British of instability, and it is that reality that must be ad-
dressed in order to put the world back on track. ThePrime Minister and his Jack Straw. c.) The clear de-

nunciation of the Prime Minister’s and Straw’s propa- place to start is with Lyndon LaRouche’s Fourth of
July address, featured in this issue.ganda hoax by relevant British law-enforcement offi-
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